Solution Overview: Litera Transact

What is Litera Transact?
Cloud Project Checklist

Litera Transact converts the manual,
tedious process of managing
transactions into a secure collaborative
workspace. The result? A painless and
more profitable way to get deals done.

Search Checklist
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Pre-Closing Deliverables

2. Closing Deliverables

Clients are demanding the highest quality legal advice at the lowest cost, and you want to
deliver on those expectations. With clients’ increasing desire for innovative legal services
and real-time updates, you are also challenged with the arduous administrative tasks that
are necessary to close a deal.
Litera Transact can help you automate many of the low-value tasks throughout the
transaction process which can free up time to focus on being a trusted advisor.

Users increased deal count by 97% YoY. Here’s why:
Lawyers

Clients
Save 60–80% of time spent
managing signatures

Sign documents anywhere,
anytime, on any device

Save over 80% of time spent
on closing book creation

Get real-time updates and 24/7
access to a deal’s progress

Assign tasks, set reminders,
and collaborate with all
participants

Information is protected when
shared within a secure platform

Eric Goodman
Partner
Ice Miller LLP

“I have found that I can routinely complete the signature page and
signing process for certain closings in 24–48 hours. Before, these deals
would routinely take 1–2 weeks just to get all signature pages back
from the various parties. I can consistently close deals faster and more
efficiently, which makes my clients very happy.”
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Create working group
list of parties and send
for verification

Create and send due
diligence list

Select checklist
template and customize

Documents drafted and
sent to all parties for review

Identify signers per
document

Firm prints signed
signature packets

Update and finalize list

Update and finalize
diligence list

Opposing counsel sends
back redlines

Open each document
in DMS

Organize signature
pages by deal document

Resend to all parties

Resend to all parties

Create multiple versions
of checklists based on
access in Word or Excel

Save document to DMS
and run comparison
against original version

Manually format
signature blocks for each
document and each
signer

Scan and save each
executed copy as
PDF to DMS

Client selects data room
provider
Client sets up data room
and privacy settings
Client sends login
information
Client and firm upload
documents into data room
Status call on client’s
upload progress

Manually format, define,
and amend lists

Firm discusses
comments with client

Send checklist for review
Update and finalize
checklist following
review

Firm sends accepted/
rejected redlines
Opposing counsel
accepts changes and
sends back to firm

Resend to all parties
Firm creates folder
structure in DMS

Firm runs comparison
against previous version
and saves final

Status meetings on any
due diligence updates

Firm sends confirmation
to opposing counsel that
document is final

Review data room folders
Create diligence memo

Update checklist and host
status call

Finalize and send
diligence request list and
memo

Steps removed when
using Litera Transact

Print all signature pages
for each document
Organize signature pages
into piles per signer

Create table of contents
Created folder structure
in DMS and add finals
Rename files to “final”

Scan and save as PDF

Print and bind

Send signature packet
to each signer

Save to disc or
USB drive

Signer prints
Signer signs with
wet ink

Send closing book
as encrypted/
unencrypted/snail mail

Signer scans and sends
back to firm

Repeat for every
document

Repeat for each
supplemental diligence
request

Security, Support, and Integrations
Litera is a global leader that provides legal technology solutions to hundreds of
organizations around the world. Keeping customer data safe and secure is of
fundamental importance and one of our most critical responsibilities.
•R
 esides in remote AWS data centers, which
have the highest levels of infrastructure and
information security certifications
•M
 ulti-Factor Authentication (MFA) and
Single Sign-On (SSO) is available
• Access to 24/7 support through the platform

• Integrations with iManage, NetDocuments,
and DocuSign
• Aligns with the ISO 27001:2013 framework
and controls
• Clients access Litera Transact through an
authenticated user account

For a closer look, visit www.litera.com or request a demo.
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